
1. Bed system assembly
The folding brackets are marked: H = back (German: hinten) and V = front (vorne).
With the short wheelbase the rear seat bench has to be removed.
With back seats:
- Flap the seats (pic. 1). 
- Place the folding bracket V on the fl apped seats with the non-slip dots facing upside.
   Note: The closed folding bracket as height compensation is only needed on the front seats. With long wheelbase and installed rear seat 
               row the folding bracket is not necessary on the rear seat row.
- Hang the two-part folding board into the connection points on the back side of the rear kitchen and place the 
  board either on the rear seat bench (only long wheelbase) or the bracket H (pic. 1+2).
- Unfold the front part of the folding board and place it on the closed bracket V (pic. 4).
- If you use only two seats in the front row, use a single pillar adapted with Velcro stripes (pic. 5).
No back seats:
- Hang the sleeping board to the rear kitchen and place it on the connection points of the opened bracket H (pic. 
  2). 
- Unfold the front part of the folding board and place it on the connection points of bracket V (pic. 3).
- Unfold the mattress into the passenger compartment...and have a good sleep on our cosy VanEssa bed (pic. 6)!
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2. Storing
While driving with the sleeping board in storage position, make sure that the bore holes on the bottom are engaged in 
the fi ttings of the extension board - especially when it is used without any seats (safety reasons). As an addtional fas-
tening, you can fi x board and mattress with tension belts (pic. 7). 
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